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Abstract 

Leak-proofness of the shell of the vacuum device shell is one of the most important conditions, 
determining its operability. The basic leak-proofness requirement for both vacuum and gas-filled 
devices is assurance of the leak-proofness norm (hereinafter referred to as: the leak norm), established 
based on the condition, that operating parameters of the gas environment should not exceed a preset 
value throughout the entire warranty lifetime. The so-called finish leak control is required to 
implement the appropriate control during the leak testing, i.e. carrying out the leak detection 
procedure after all process operations, related to evacuation, filling-in the operating gas in the device 
and its sealing.  

Keywords: leak testing, leakaРe, Рas neon, ½easurement error oП Рas leak Пlow, СТРС-vacuum, tubes 

1 Introduction 

 

The present report provides examination of the finish leak test technique and the basic characteristics 

of the automated facility, meeting conditions of serial production [2]. 

 

Among basic technical parameters, ensured on this facility in implementing the upper mentioned 

technique, the following should be emphasized 1) the sensitivity level of no more than –  

5∙10-14 Pa∙m3/s, 2) the measurement of the leak rate of gas-filled devices (the free volume of the 

НevТМe ≈ 0,5∙10-6 m3) upon the leakage of the operating gas with the error of – no more than 15 %, 3) 

restricted timing of the control – no more than 30 min for one device, 4) ability to detect both small 

and comparatively large leaks.  

 

To provide higher requirements to the warranty lifetime of vacuum devices the leak norm should be 

1,2∙10-13 Pa∙m3/s (for air). The most sensitive and universal leak detection technique among well-

known is the mass-spectrometry technique [1]. The accumulation method is applied for the high-

sensitive control on the basis of the mass-spectrometry technique. Neon gas is the operating gas of the 

device. Presence of the operating gas leakage is determined by changes in time of the mass 
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spectrometer signal (adjusted to the mass number 20) after accumulation, release and transferring of 

the gas portion to the ionization zone, while the controlled device and the gas analyzer sensor are 

isolated from evacuation of the operating gas. The leak rate is determined upon the difference 

between maximum signals of the mass-spectrometer, which account for the bypass moment of the 

accumulated gas and for the background accumulation. 

 

methodaccumulationWhen implementing the oflistthe wayunderthe processes beshould

considered. These include:  

1) setting a new dynamical equilibrium of background gases in the measuring vacuum system, 

associated with this one switch to the measuring mode; 

2) mixing of gas, leaking from the analyzed device, with background gases of the vacuum measuring 

system; 

3) expansion of the investigated gas volume within the volume of the measuring system; 

4) selective flow transfer of the analyzed gas to the measuring area and the evacuation system due to 

difference of masses. 

 

Some part of gas processes (such as the leakage out of the shell of the analyzed device, if a small leak 

is present, and the background release of gas) are related to those acting continuously and 

monotonously. Extension of the accumulated portion of gas, sorption of background gases, evacuation 

of gas from the device volume having a large leak – these are processes, which are active during some 

specific time spans and therefore are fast flowing. 

 

It should be noted, in addition, that the use of the mass-spectrometry method poses a set of specific 

tasks, related to identification of the controlled gas and the quantitative assessment of the gas flow. It 

is worth to note that neon shows as the molecular peak at the mass number of 20, as isotopes at mass 

numbers of 21, 22, and as a twice ionized ion with the mass number of 10. A superposition of mass 

characteristics is present, in particular, when using the quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS): 

contributions of fractions into intensities of indicated mass numbers constitute 0.7 %, 13.1 %, 2.2 %, 

respectively, of the molecular peak. Moreover, such gases as argon and carbon dioxide, which 

“traМes” are always present Тn vaМuum systems, appear at 20 anН 22 M/e. The quantitative content of 
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these is 22.6 % of the major molecular peak at 40 M/e and 2.1 % of the major molecular peak at 44 

M/e. 

 

Continuous record of gas environment parameters in the measuring system of the facility lies at the 

core of already developed finish leak test technique. The prototype of the Finish Leak Test Facility 

(FLTF) to implement the technique is presented in Fig.1 This prototype is different from its analogous 

systems [3-5]. 

 
 

                   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

2 Description of the installation 

 

Among the basic components of the facility are – the accumulation chambers, the measuring system, 

the calibration system, the vacuum pumping system. 

 

The basic vacuum scheme of FLTF is presented in Fig. 2. The accumulation chamber is a single 

position collector Ca1(Ca8), attached to the operated high-vacuum valve VP1(VP8), providing load of 

one or two controlled devices, located in a split collet with preliminary installed a volume displacing 

device. The loading flange of the accumulation chamber is made as a reusable nipple connection with 

a metal seal. 

Figure 1 – General view of FLTF  
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The measuring system includes the quadruple mass filter - QMG220 PrismaPlus (itm. S) - and the 

combined wide-range vacuum gauge - PBR260 (Тtm. づА) - of PFEIFFER production. The mass-

spectrometer sensor is attached to the measuring system collector though VP10 valve.  

 

The calibration system comprises cylinders with calibrating gases A1, A2, the deformation-and-

vacuum gauges with pointer and digital indicators (P3 and P7, respectively), the sample deformation 

vaМuum РauРe P2 oП “Baratron” type, the rotating-viscous vacuum gauge P1 with the rotating ball 

SRG-3, the deformation membrane-capacitance vacuum gauge P3 CMR 371, the group of high 

vacuum valves from Vぢ1 to Vぢ6, VP12, VP13, VP14, the gas flow regulator づづГ 248 VF2, as well 

as the high-vacuum manual leak valve VF1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The vacuum pump/evacuation system is composed of pumps, providing primary and secondary 

evacuation. The high vacuum evacuation of the measuring system, the calibration system and the 

accumulation chambers is carried out by the turbomolecular pump HiPace 80 (itm. NR) and the 

Penning-type pump Lion 10 (itm. NM). Support of the operating pressure in the mass-analyzer is 

ensured by the carbon sorption pump ぞでぐА-0.063M (itm.NS) and the getter pump (itm.NG) on TiV 

non-evaporable plates. Preliminary evacuation of vacuum systems of the facility down to the pressure 

oП 2…5 Pa is carried out by the fore vacuum pump of Dry Scroll ISP-90 type (itm. NI), which is also 

used, during the initial start and regeneration of the sorption pump. 

 

Figure 2 – The basic vacuum scheme FLTF 
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The high-vacuum system of the post/station is executed on the basis of uniform vacuum components, 

possessing warm-up НetaМСable metal МonneМtТons oП CF “ConПlat” type.  Elastomeric seals of ISO-

KF type are used in the low-vacuum part of the vacuum system. Operated extra-high-vacuum solid-

metal valves with the air-operated drive, as well as small-sized manual warmed up valves are 

provided as shut-off-and-regulating actuators. 

 

Installation of the Finish Leak Test Facility ensures: 

– the limit residual pressure within the measurement system volume - no more tСan 5.0∙10-8 Pa 

 (5∙10-10 mBar); 

– the total flow of leak within the measurement system volume – no more tСan 5.5∙10-10 Pa∙m3/s; 

– the total background flow of gases with the mass number of 20 in accumulation chambers - no more 

tСan 3∙10-13 Pa∙m3/s; 

– the total residual pressure of hydrocarbones with a.m.u. of more than 44 in the measurement system 

- no more tСan 5∙10-8 Pa (argon equivalent); 

– the range of registered masses - from 1 to 200 a.m.u.; 

– time required to carry out a full cycle leak test of 7 pcs of equipment - no more than 8 hrs. 

 

The controlled dynamic process of gas flowing to volumes of the measuring system lies at the basis of 

the technique. The integrated software-and-hardware interface is created for the purpose of 

automation of the measuring process. The interface includes special-purpose ready-to-use software 

packages of QUADERA to operate the quadruple mass-spectrometer of QMG 220 PrismaPlus, as 

well as application software packages, providing the automated control of the vacuum measuring 

equipment, the vacuum process equipment, and the shut-off valves. 

 

3 Description of the main stages of the methodology 
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The high-sensitive leak control technique has the following basic stages: 1) preparation of the facility 

for testing, including the calibration with the maximum approximation to real process conditions 2) 

carrying out of measurements, interpretation of experimental findings, and output of the final results 

of the control. 

 

The calibration purpose is to determine the sensitivity factor of the measuring system S, A/Pa. 

The calibration of the measuring system sensitivity using neon starts from preparation of gas within 

the volume of the calibration unit. The leak valve opens (itm. VF1) for approximately 5-12 min and 

the required constant pressure value is set aММorНТnР to づА reaНТnРs. At the same time, reports of P1 

converter are recorded, when reaching a “ПТxeН” pressure value and determining (using SRG-3) the 

average value of counts from 7 to 10 (see Fig. 3). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 – Standard illustration of the software-dialog interface, when calibrating the 

measurement system in the automatic mode. 
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When the preset period of time expires, valves (itm. VP1 and VP11) close automatically; VF1 manual 

leak valve closes and the measuring system is evacuated up to tСe pressure oП more tСan 5·10-8 mbar, 

according to indications of づА sensor. TСen tСe СТРС-vacuum valves of the measuring system switch 

to “Open” posТtТon Тn tСe ПollowТnР orНer: 1) ПТrst, Мloses VP15: 2) tСen – VP10 with simultaneous 

switch on of the mass-spectrometer cathode and then 3) VP9 – when the pressure is lower than  

2.8·10-8 mbar, aММorНТnР to ТnНТМatТons oП づА sensor. 

 

WСen pressure Мomes up but no СТРСer tСan to 1,8·10-8 mbar (PA) triggers the scanning of the mass-

spectrometer wТtС sТmultaneous reМorН oП Мounts ТnНТМateН by づА Мonverter; one mТnute later tСe valve 

(itm. VP16) closes for about 5 min. In 30 s the portion of the operating gas is forwarded from the 

volume Ca1 to the measuring system. While doing this, maximum increments of signals (i.e. 

difference of indications before and after the forwarding/bypassing) of the vacuum gauge and the 

mass-spectrometer at 20 M/e are determined. 

 

On the basis of achieved results the calculation of S calibration factor of the mass-spectrometer is 

carried out once the preset period of time is over. Results are recorded in the memory of PC. The 

abovementioned procedure is repeated from 3 up to 7 times. The average value (the mathematical 

expectation) and the dispersion of those are determined. Results of the mass-spectrometer and the 

vacuum gauge calibrations are loaded in the memory of PC. 

 

Before the stage of measurement the high-vacuum part of the facility is in the following initial 

condition: 

 pressure does not exМeeН 5∙10-6 Pa in the measuring system; 

  calibration of the measurement system using neon is fulfilled (the calibration should be carried out 

no less than 2 times a day of measurements); 

  background characteristics of the measuring system and the accumulation chamber correspond to 

established norms;  

 evacuation of the measuring system volume is performed by sorption carbon and getter pumps. 
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4 Methodology 

 

The measurement procedure starts from loading the device inside the accumulation chamber and its 

further evacuation. The mass-spectrometer cathode is switched off before hand, valves (itm.VP10, 

VP15, VP11) and groups VP1...VP8 close, and the accumulation chamber is depressurized then. The 

collet with the controlled device is installed rapidly (in a following few minutes) within the 

accumulation chamber volume and the loading flange is sealed. 

 

Following the opening of the valve (itm. VP16), the evacuation of the collector with accumulation 

chambers starts. 

 

When pressure of 1·10-4 Pa is reached (approximately, 20-25 min from the moment the evacuation has 

been started) the volume valve (itm. VP10) opens with the mass-spectrometer sensor S, adjusted to 

the mass number 4, the analyzer cathode switches on and the leak control of the loading flange of the 

accumulation chamber is carried out by blowing it off with helium. When no leak is present, the 

evacuation of the collector with accumulation chambers (carried out together with the volume of the 

measuring system) goes on up to the pressure but no higher than 2.0·10-6 Pа (≈ 60-90 min. from the 

moment when the evacuation has started). When the pressure of gases exceeds the admissible value 

(determined based on preset values of flows), the evacuation will continue till the required 

correspondence is obtained, according to background indicators (up to 4 hrs.). 

 

When the pressure of less than 2.0·10-6 Pа is reached, the accumulation chamber valve closes. After 

the exposure of the controlled devise, the portion of accumulated gas is forwarded (during the preset 

time) into the measuring system volume, where the mass-spectrometer registers the signal increment 

at mass numbers 10, 21, 20 and 22. 

 

The value of the neon leak flow outside the controlled devices is assessed by the formula 1: 

   Q  = (I ∑ - Io)·V∑/(S·t),     (1) 
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where I∑ and Io – the signal, which corresponds to the total partial pressure of gases, appearing at a 

given mass number, and the signal from the background component of gases at the same mass 

number, respectively, А; VΣ – the capacity of the measuring system together with the accumulation 

chamber, m3;  S – the sensitivity of the measuring system, А/Pа;  t – the dwell time of the controlled 

device, s. 

 

If the flow value, received as a result of indirect measurements, exceeds the preset leak norm of 

1,2·10-13 Pa∙m3/s, then the device will be subject to rejection. 

 

5 Critical installation parameters 

 

On the basis of the results of the calibration measurements, the research work on simulation of the 

flow coming out through the leak became possible. And the flow is numerically equal to the 

estimated leak norm of 1,2∙10-13 Pa∙m3/s Пor aТr, tСat МorresponНs to tСe value oП 1,445∙10-13 Pa∙m3/s 

for neon. This slide shows the graph, where the mass-spectrometer analytical signal is changing 

through measurements according to mass numbers. The dependence calibration characteristic 

(plotted using the received results under dynamic conditions of the gas flow mode with the 

simultaneous use of high-vaМuum evaМuatТon means oП どぜぞ) of the mass-spectrometer indications 

was used to fill in neon in the measuring system through the high-vacuum valve of Varian company 

production. 

 

Pressure of the gas accumulated in the portion should be 1.17∙10-7 Pа, when the controlled device has 

tСe leak wТtС tСe Пlow value oП 1.445∙10-13 Pa∙m3/s Пor neon (1.2∙10-13 Pа∙m3/s for air) after bypassing 

and extending it wТtСТn tСe measurТnР system volume. TСТs pressure ∆P, Тn turn, МorresponНs to tСe 

ion current increment  fi II   of the mass-spectrometer – 2.14∙10-12 А (the value has been derived 

from the formula, presented earlier on the slide 15). 

 

Smooth opening of the leak valve allowed obtaining a stable analytical signal of the mass-

speМtrometer Пor tСe mass number 20 on two oП Тts levels relatТve to tСe baМkРrounН oП 2.56∙10-12 А 
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(the arithmetic mean of observations upon 233 points): 1) 3.73∙10-12 А and 2) 4.47∙10-12 А (the 

arithmetic mean of observations upon 699 and 655 points, correspondingly). 

 

The increment value of the signal relative to the level 1 and 20 M/e, minus the background 

component, equals 1.17∙10-12 А and it corresponds to the flow Q1 wТtС tСe value oП 9.24∙10-14 Pa∙m3/s. 

The signal increment according to 20 M/e, the level 2, Тs 1.91∙10-12 А and it corresponds to the flow 

Q2 = 1.50∙10-13 Pa∙m3/s. It sСoulН be also mentТoneН tСat tСe “sТРnal-to-baМkРrounН” ratio (Ii/If) is 

1.45 for the flow Q1 and 1.75 for the flow Q2; and it should be considered that the background value 

mentioned above is not the limit reached during the testing. 

 

Thus, the presented results confirm the possibility to simulate the flow of the required amount, 

register it with confidence by the signal increasing above the background (equal to the expected leak 

norm), as well as to reach the required sensitivity threshold of no more than 5∙10-14 Pа∙m3/s. 

 

One important thing should be noted, referring to the quantitative assessment, when controlling leak-

prooПness oП relatТvely “larРe” Пlows. It will not be able to avoid unregulated overlapping of the 

measuring range (I½ах=1·10-5 А) at 20 ぜ/e, if the leak rate is more than ~ 2·10-7 Pа·m3/s (i.e. 

corresponds to the pressure value of the upper admissible level - 1·10-3 Pа in the ionization area of the 

mass-spectrometer) anН tСe preset Рas analyzer sensТtТvТty (S≥1.6·10-5 A/Pа) (selected as in the case 

concerning the calculation of the sensitivity threshold). The overlapping will bring to invalid results, 

when accumulation time values are less than 10-30 seconds. In this case implementation of the 

accumulation method, when the portion is transferred into the measuring volume, will become 

inaccessible. Under these conditions there will be three ways to provide the leak control by measuring 

the leak rate. The first one is to decrease the sensitivity index and this will require the additional 

calibration. The second one is to fix directly the increase gradient of the partial pressure (the 

analytical signal on the mass number 20) by shutting off the major evacuation with following 

subtraction of the analog background dependency. And the third one is to use the indirect 

measurement by the use of the operating gas, and when it is available the evacuation rate in the 

ionizing area of the mass-spectrometer ion source. In turn, this would cause the application of some 

supplementary conditions to the control procedure, along with introduction of certain additions form 

the point of view of the methodology approach, which in general will bring to the complicacy of the 

measuring technique and will generate some additional errors, which all in all would have negative 

impact on measurements precision. 
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The data presented on the basis of the made calculation shows as an example the limit sensitive 

abilities oП testТnР Пor, so МalleН, “larРe” leaks. Under the limit abilities should be understood the 

numerical value of the leak rate up to which the admitted way to perform control becomes impossible, 

Т.e. wСen values oП “larРe” Пlows turns out to be outside detection limits. 

 

On the basis of the well-known equation 
t

V

Q

Ö
ÖPеPP

 , which defines "the fall" of the partial 

pressure of P within the volume during the evacuation, the graph (see Fig. 4) is plotted showing 

change of the operating gas within the volume of the device on time under preset values of the gas 

flow rate through the leak. 

 

It is obvious, that a МonsТНerable “Пall” oП pressure Тs observeН unНer Рas Пlow values oП more tСan 

1·10-5 Pa·m3/s. Taking into account that the gas flow is proportional to the differential pressure inside 

the volume of the device and outside the external shell, located inside the evacuated space, the 

following substantial condition should be considered.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4 – Estimated change of neon pressure within the volume of the device at different 

rates of the operating gas Q flowing through the leak  
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As the discrepancy between pressure values is less and less noticeable [no more than 1/(10÷20)Ж, tСe 

neon flow through the leak will decrease and completely stop, when numerical pressure values 

become equal. 

 

For that reason it has been necessary to assess both the value of flow going out through the leak, and 

time that is required to prepare the measuring system, regarding the evacuation after loading the 

device inside the accumulation chamber. And that is in order to avoid cases, when it would be lost the 

possibility to find the leak (within the experiment) due to natural loss of the operating gas. 

 

The acquired results are presented in Fig. 5. Estimated characteristics given in the graph show that 

under values of controlled flows >1·10-4 Pa·m3/s, the time span, specified as two or more hours to get 

to the measurement mode, is considered critical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5 – Graph of the estimated dependence of the flow Q on the evacuation duration of the 

device, located in the accumulation chamber, and values of the gas rate, flowing through the leak 
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It means that without reaching the preset sensitive threshold, which is in direct relation to the 

evacuation level, time (spent to prepare the measurement system) would not be enough to detect the 

leak. Another way is also possible, when the leak, after all, would be detected, however the value of 

the identified flow would not get higher than the preset threshold, defined by the leak norm. In this 

case the device would be recognized as suitable for operation on basis of formal features, and it would 

be wrong without doubt. 

 

Therefore, the conclusion to be drawn from the analysis of all acquired results is that the devices with 

leaks, wСТМС leak rate Тs >1·10-4 Pa·m3/s, can be subject to “НТreМt” leak test Мontrol by tСe metСoН oП 

accumulation, using the developed equipment and methodology documentation, as the received 

sample weight is higher than the value, which allows implementing the mass-spectrometry technique. 

 

The carried out metrological analysis allowed identifying errors of the leak rate measurement at the 

finish control facility. On the basis of the relative dispersion equation the theoretical assessment value 

of the root-mean-square deviation (RMSD) )Q(0  of the measured leak rate is received and it 

constitutes %  7,8(Q)σ0  . 

 

The received metrological index does not exceed 15 % (the value of preset measurement error of the 

leak rate of the controlled device), set as one of тerms of reference (ToR) requirements for 

development. 

 

6 Conclusions 

 

Thus, this work presents the finish leak control technique for the gas-filled devices on leakage of neon 

as the operating gas, which provides for carrying out a high-sensitive testing to seek leaks (leakages). 

The present work shows ways to implement this technique by using the mass-spectrometry automated 

facility, which contribute to the achievement of set indexes, related to the measurement precision. 
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